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How our essay service ensures high quality



Original, human-written content

At EssayUSA, we have zero tolerance for plagiarism and AI. Our writers craft content from scratch while dedicated editors check it for any traces of plagiarism and AI. As a result, each piece undergoes multiple quality checks before reaching its owner, ensuring 100% satisfaction.











No random freelancers on a team

We only hire experienced native writers with advanced degrees in their fields. Each essay writer undergoes a rigorous multi-stage selection process, allowing us to build a team of dedicated experts committed to delivering impeccable work worthy of the highest grades.



















Matching by academic level



Our paper writing service matches writers to tasks based on the client's academic level, ensuring proper language and compliance with relevant evaluation criteria.









Discipline-based approach



We ensure the relevance and adherence to standards in every completed paper by assigning orders to writers with profound expertise in the subject area.









Client-centric process



Our writers are highly flexible regarding client requirements, from writing style and formatting to contextual ideas, and are always open to feedback and revisions.












Most requested types of work and disciplines









Types of work

Subjects





Types of work


Essay

Research paper

Assignment

Case study

Coursework

Discussion post

Report

Term paper

Dissertation

And 44 more





Subjects


Social & Political Sciences

Health Sciences & Nursing

Criminal Justice

Business & Management

English, Literature & Philology

Education

History

Psychology

Sociology

And 36 more


















How to submit your 'write my essay' request



order








Fill out a quick 3-step online form with the required details

Provide detailed instructions on your paper's formatting and other nuances for the assigned expert to best meet your expectations and make a safe payment.




track








Track order progress in the personal dashboard

Once done, you get access to a personal dashboard with our paper writing help site. Use it to monitor order progress and chat with the expert and support team.




download








Get your paper done according to your requirements

Download your completed work on the selected delivery date, submit it, and relax. And don't hesitate to order more custom essays for other subjects!











Take 15% OFF your first order!

Subscribe to our essay writing service to unlock exclusive access to member-only deals, discounts, and beneficial freebies!



Get a discount















EssayUSA paper writing service guarantees








Complete confidentiality



We prioritize privacy through an NDA with every paper writer. Additionally, we adhere to DMCA & protect client names with IDs.









Payment safety



At EssayUSA, your payment data is always handled with the highest standards of encryption and latest security protocols.









On-time delivery



We ensure that every 'write an essay for me' request is tackled promptly. In fact, 95% of orders are delivered ahead of time.









Free revisions



We stand by the quality of our work, offering unlimited free revisions within a flexible window of 14-30 days.









Money-back



If you're not completely satisfied, we'll refund your funds to the original payment method. No strings attached!









24/7 support



Our support team operates 24/7, and our writers work in shifts to ensure that all your urgent requests are quickly resolved.












Top tips for hiring our essay writer
















Have doubts about payments, quality, or service?

Don't worry! Start by ordering a single page from the entire work, making it clear in your instructions that this is the initial page out of 4 or 5, or X. Evaluate the writer's work, then proceed to order the rest of the paper.









Looking for a more budget-friendly option?

Our pricing significantly depends on deadlines, and last-minute orders tend to be pricier. To secure the lowest price, submit your ‘write my paper’ request in advance, or better yet, choose a deadline of 30 days.









Having trouble selecting the right subject or type of work?

Our 24/7 support team is ready to assist you in placing an order anytime. Just choose from various convenient communication methods: live chat, phone, and email.









Worried that the delivered paper might be overly complex?

Our writers customize each paper to match the client's level. Consequently, papers for high school and Ph.D. will significantly differ in complexity. For extra assurance, you can always make use of a 'Simple Language' add-on.









Considering multiple orders but aiming for a consistent style?

Once you pay for essay for the first time, you'll gain access to the 'Preferred Writer' feature, allowing the same writer to handle all your orders. This will help ensure a consistent writing style and tone across all papers.





















EssayUSA reviews


On-site reviews
 Reviews.io
 Sitejabber









Paper writer clearly put in a lot of work with great attention to detail. Essay was impactful and did not just read as someone trying to fill the pages with words but someone making a statement which is what I needed. Highly recommend this essay writing service.

Read more

Social & Political Sciences

Client ID 37135 | USA








Excellent and top notch paper writing help from writer #221027. got As on all 6 of my papers so far!!

Read more

Psychology

Client ID 60824 | USA








Very well written assignments. This is probablly my 25th time hiring the same writer. Very happy with the quality of the work !

Read more

Philosophy

Client ID 64886 | USA








I submitted my paper yesterday, and I got a B+ on my writing. I am delighted with Essayusa because they are much cheaper than the one I was using before. I will continue to use them for now on. They write my paper early also, and that was a big plus to me.

Read more

English, Literature & Philology

Client ID 26025 | USA








Lifesavers. this was my first time using this essay writing service and I am more than satisfied with the result. 100% recommended

Read more

Health Sciences & Nursing

Client ID 81438 | USA








The assignment was done exactly as per the instructions and before the due date! Great work and satisfied. The only thing that was lacking was the two to three embedded links within the document. Otherwise, it was perfect!

Read more

Education

Client ID 98498 | USA








This was exactly the demographic information I needed to write my essay. It allowed me the space to edit and add specific information about my community. Thanks a mil!

Read more

Other

Client ID 27618 | USA








Writer #273512 was exceptional. Provided with what I had in my paper, they made it sound better than it was before. With a short time frame of when this had to be completed, I am beyond satisfied with my paper and would pay for essay here again in the future. Writer #273512 thank you for making my first time more than memorable.

Read more

Finance & Accounting

Client ID 25892 | UAE








Awesome paper writing service! Gave me the order in time and even wrote more than what I put in the order description! Responded to my messages very quickly and were super lovely. Thank you so much :D!

Read more

Business & Management

Client ID 87960 | Canada








After getting the paper revised, it was up to my standards. Great job!

Read more

Business & Management

Client ID 18546 | USA








WOW!! The best one of essay writers online available for hire Specializes in the Social Sciences and Political Science. Just enter his ID Number in your order which is: #72492 A+++++ HIGHLY RECOMMENDED by a VIP Client of Essay USA of nearly 2 years as their client...

Read more

Social & Political Sciences

Client ID 85597 | USA








Followed all instructions and got everything in before the set date!

Read more

Marketing

Client ID 40249 | Canada








Exellent work and done in a quick and timely manner. Write an essay for me perfectly with no errors or faults. Very proffesionally done. Wrote everything with great care and attention to detail. 5/5!

Read more

Human Resources Management

Client ID 77903 | USA








If you want good grades in your papers this is the best essay writing service. Always on time and communicate well.

Read more

Health Sciences & Nursing

Client ID 62436 | Saudi Arabia








WHAT AN EXCELLENT WORK. THANK YOU

Read more

Sociology

Client ID 51432 | USA








Very happy with essayusa, always gets me an Aplus on all papers

Read more

Music, Visual Arts, & Film Studies

Client ID 79854 | USA








Needed to write my essay perfectly. Took a few tries but great work in the end. I’m satisfied. Thank you for all you do. You rock!

Read more

Education

Client ID 93747 | USA








The assigned writer was very responsive and did a great job on my research paper the very first time. I did not have to hav any revisions done. I got my paper back a day early and submitted it, and my professor has graded it already and I received an A. I will be choosing this essay writing service for all of papers! TY

Read more

Criminal Justice

Client ID 57396 | Canada










Keenan





Verified Reviewer


Awesome!!! My writer followed my instructions exactly. Very satisfied with the quality of work

Read more


Posted 1 week ago





Kolipfer





Verified Reviewer


Really very satisfied))) The work quality is at a high level! They helped me with all the additional questions!

Read more


Posted 2 weeks ago





Courtney Peterson





Verified Reviewer


I was so surprised that the prices are so reasonable and you can also get a generous discount on the first order! I pay less than expected and get a top-notch essay in History.

Read more


Posted 2 weeks ago





Amy Thompson





Verified Reviewer


Many many thanks to my fabulous writer! They were so attentive and friendly, and followed all of the instructions I provided in the ordering form.

Read more


Posted 3 weeks ago





George Davis





Verified Reviewer


If you are looking for a legal and reliable paper writing service, EssayUSA is the perfect choice! I have ordered many academic assignments here and will do it again as they always deliver only A+ works.

Read more


Posted 3 weeks ago





Harper Collins





Verified Reviewer


If your’re not a fan of academic writing, I strongly suggest you work with essayusa.com. The prices are cheap compared to other companies that - let’s face it - all deliver more or less similar quality of products.

Read more


Posted 1 month ago





Isabella Hughes





Verified Reviewer


I was literally crying, rewriting my essay for the THIRD TIME. Then I was like whatever, time to hire a professional writer and just move on. I googled and found Essayusa. It looked nice, something about it just screamed trust. So I paid and waited. The waiting part was the worst tbh. I messaged the essay writer every two hours probably. The essay was so beautifully written, I almost cried again but this time from happiness. Thanks again!!! You saved me

Read more


Posted 1 month ago





Oliver Morgan





Verified Reviewer


Very good. Excellent research, meaningful lit review, coherent and professionally written. No spam or mistakes. The originality score is 97%. Formatted in APA style as requested. Great job!

Read more


Posted 2 months ago





Ruby Perry





Verified Reviewer


We’ve started on the wrong foot. They accidentally assigned my order to the wrong expert. Luckily, this issue was fixed quickly and the new essay writer managed to finish my essay before the time needed. I came back with another order because the first one was oh-so good :) Been their regular customer since and don’t intend to even try other companies - why bother?

Read more


Posted 2 months ago





Samuel Hall





Verified Reviewer


I am not from the US but use this service regularly for my assignments. Impressive quality, always help with last minute deadlines AND have great discounts. Very good!

Read more


Posted 2 months ago





Ethan Adams





Verified Reviewer


EssayUsa helped me go through my high school studies, as I was working part-time and didn’t have time or strength to deal with homework. One of the cheapest services!

Read more


Posted 2 months ago





Olivia Davis





Verified Reviewer


Excellent! I am so happy to have chosen ESSAYUSA. My writer was soooo friendly! He even attached a detailed explanation of my thesis to help me prepare for presentation. Grateful!

Read more


Posted 2 months ago





Henry Hughes





Verified Reviewer


I found them on google and made my order without hesitation. Why? Because unlike other companies, here I got everything straight right away. How to order, how much, what if something goes wrong, etc. I wasted hours trying to understand what to do on other websites. And I was right about essayUSA. They made a great essay, just as I asked them to.

Read more


Posted 3 months ago





Sophia Green





Verified Reviewer


I got my paper in less than a week and it was well put. No mistakes, interesting qualitative research, proper formatting. Might not be a paper for publication, but perfect for study purposes. I got a B.

Read more


Posted 3 months ago





Charlie Jenkins





Verified Reviewer


If you study in the US, you’ve probably heard about essayusa from your classmates. Don’t know if they assist students from other countries, but I can also recommend this company to anyone in the US. Experts know what they do, and prices are affordable.

Read more


Posted 3 months ago







Excellent work each and every time




Verified site experience



Reason I chose this business: 
Received an email advertisement and decided to use it. Received an excellent grade and have been using their services ever since.

Read more






Tanya C.

January 22nd, 2024








Pretty good process




Verified site experience



Reason I chose this business: 
Been using it since undergrad.

Read more






Carlos C.

November 1st, 2023








Well typed paper




Verified site experience





Read more






JOSHUA S.

August 3rd, 2023








Been using this service for 5 years!




Verified site experience



Been using this essay service for 5 years! Absolutely love it, thanks for all the hard work and dedication.
 Reason I chose this business: 
Working full-time and doing internship, so it's really hard to make the deadline for my class.

Read more






BARBER, E.

June 15th, 2023








Good work and professional




Verified site experience





Read more






WHITNEY L.

February 20th, 2023








I only have to do a little bit of revisions to a paper...




Verified site experience



I only have to do a little bit of revisions to a paper I have turned in. Great fast service.
 Reason I chose this business: 
I am not good at editing and organizing papers.

Read more






KRISTIN R.

February 12th, 2023








Great assistance when you needs it




Verified site experience



Great assistance when you needs it. Great writers.

Read more






newton n.

February 5th, 2023








I love the services that help someone like me who struggles...




Verified site experience



I love the services that help someone like me who struggles to write papers and custom essays.
 Reason I chose this business: 
I chose essay USA today because I needed help with my outline for my speech in one of my classes.

Read more






Serena S.

January 31st, 2023








This is a great company that provides great services




Verified site experience





Read more






Torres J.

January 17th, 2023












Get started
Order via chat







Frequently asked questions




How quickly can you write my essay?

Our fastest turnaround time for a well-written 1-pager is 1 hour. If you have a 3-page essay, our experts can complete it within 3 hours. Share your specific requirements, and we’ll do our best to accommodate your needs.






When am I expected to pay for my order?

Our company operates on a pre-paid basis to ensure a secure process for both you and your essay writer, so you’ll need to make payment upfront. Importantly, your money isn’t immediately transferred to the writer’s account. Instead, it’s held safely in the system until you approve the completed work. 






Does your essay writing service offer 
a money-back guarantee?

Absolutely! We take great pride in our work, and customer satisfaction is our priority. While dissatisfaction is extremely rare, we understand your concerns. If you’re unhappy with your essay, you can request unlimited free revisions within 14 days from when you receive the completed work. If, despite the writer’s efforts, you remain dissatisfied, you can request a refund. In such a case, we’ll return your money to the card you used to make a payment for the essay service.






What free features does your company provide?

At our essay writing service, you will enjoy numerous free features, including formatting in your requested style (from APA to IEEE), direct chat with the assigned expert, 14 days of limitless amendments, and 24/7 human-powered support via phone, email, and live chat—all at no extra cost. 






How can I find the best essay writer 
for my task?

Worry not! Our dedicated team is here to handle everything for you. Once you place an order, one of our managers will review our pool of subject-relevant writers to find the perfect match for your specific type of work and topic. They will also ensure the chosen essay writer has the right expertise and positive reviews from previous users, so you can rest easy knowing your essay is in good hands.






How much does your essay service cost?

Our essay writing service offers fixed, transparent prices starting from just $5.90 per page. You can easily calculate the cost of your order using the handy calculator tool available on our homepage and the order page. 






Is this a legit essay writing service?

Yes, our online essay writing service is 100% legit. With over 15 years of experience, we’ve established a reputable presence in the market. Our track record includes numerous 5-star reviews on platforms like SiteJabber and EssaysRescue and an average satisfaction rating of 4.8/5. What’s more, we operate within the norms of all U.S. laws, ensuring a lawful and ethical service for our customers.






How do I hire a professional essay 
writer at your company?

Hiring professional writers at our essay service is extremely easy. All you have to do is submit detailed assignment instructions and make a secure payment. Once confirmed, one of our dedicated managers will review your order and match it with the most suitable expert in the requested subject and type of work. Remember, you can chat directly with them and monitor the progress from your dashboard.






Can you provide an originality report 
after you do my essay?

Yes, we offer detailed originality reports for an additional $14.99. You can request one during order placement, from your personal dashboard, or by contacting our support team directly.






Can the assigned writer make changes 
to the delivered paper?

Absolutely! The assigned writer can make adjustments to the final version, ensuring it aligns with your expectations, as long as the initial instructions remain unchanged. With our essay writing service, you have a 14-day window to request free, unlimited revisions to the delivered work.
















Essay Writing Service You Can Trust

Sometimes, life throws us curveballs, and things don’t unfold as planned: deadlines slip away, and you find yourself immersed in endless research, grappling to uncover that perfect topic. The struggle is real, especially when time becomes your enemy, leaving you with little room to refine your paper before submission. That’s where EssayUSA comes in—to solve these and lots of related issues and make your student life so much easier! We’ve brought together highly skilled essay writers who create properly structured and referenced papers for students at all levels. Moreover, our experienced QA team ensures the absence of plagiarism and generated content in the completed essay, creating peace of mind for our clients.

The Expertise of Our Essay Service Speaks for Itself

For more than fifteen years, we’ve been a reliable provider of first-class academic writing services dedicated to supporting our clients’ academic success. But what sets our company apart and keeps clients coming back? The answer is simple: we meticulously select writers for every order we get. This careful approach enables us to consistently deliver exceptional content to students at all levels, from high school to Ph.D.

Our dedicated team specializes in crafting papers of all types, covering various subjects and complexity levels. From a one-page essay to an extensive dissertation accompanied by a PowerPoint presentation, rest assured we can handle it all. Drawing from our extensive expertise, we tailor papers to meet each customer’s unique needs. 

When you opt for our professional essay writing service, expect nothing less than impeccable, Turnitin-safe writing delivered within the stipulated deadline!

Types of Essays and Formatting Styles Available as Part of Our Essay Writing Services in USA

Since 2009, we’ve successfully handled various essays assigned by professors. Here are the major types our experts can tackle for you:

	Descriptive essays that aim to describe a person, place, thing, memory, etc.
	Narrative essays that narrate an incident or real-life experience.
	Compare and contrast essays that examine the differences and similarities between several objects or ideas. 
	Expository essays that use facts and figures to explain a topic with no personal viewpoints.
	Persuasive essays that aim to convince readers of the writer’s arguments employing facts and logic.
	Analytical essays that examine the subject with a critical lens, uncovering the underlying patterns, connections, and meanings.  
	Argumentative essays that aim to present compelling perspectives and influence readers with well-reasoned arguments. 


On top of that, our dedicated team can reference your papers in the following academic styles:

	APA
	MLA
	Chicago
	Harvard
	OSCOLA
	IEEE
	and many more.


Whether it’s an essay for Business and Management, Health Sciences and Nursing, History, Psychology, Education, Social and Political Sciences, English, Literature, Philology, or any other subject you’re struggling with, we have qualified experts ready to start working on it in the next couple of minutes. All we need are your detailed instructions and grading rubric!

Essay Writer Selection: Whom We Hire

At our essay writing service, we welcome applicants from all backgrounds. However, before they are invited to join our team, they go through a strict selection process. This process is comprised of 8 steps:

	 Application 
	 Resume screening 
	 Screening call 
	 Knowledge and skills assessment test 
	 In-person interviewing 
	 Background and reference check 
	 Job offer


Committed to high standards, we look for writers with the following qualities:

	Natives of English with Master’s and Ph.D. degrees from U.S. universities.
	Proficient in written and spoken English.
	Have at least three years of relevant work experience.
	Punctual and disciplined.
	Follow guidelines precisely.
	Have positive recommendations from previous employers.
	Can create flawless, 100% original content under tight deadlines.
	Can perform in-depth research and select proper sources.
	Can cope with any paper on any topic within their area of specialization.


What’s more, at our paper writing service, you can choose a preferred writer and cooperate with them throughout your academic journey. You can also track their progress and discuss your order with them directly through a secure chat board in your personal dashboard.

Our College Essay Writing Service Is the Fastest Way to Get Your Essays Done

As former students, we understand the challenges of academic schedules. But remember, it’s not your fault. The reality is there’s often not enough time for everything, especially if you’re working in parallel with studies or have a small child. This pressure can make you overly hard on yourself, trying to check all the boxes on your list. Unfortunately, pushing yourself too hard can lead to additional problems like burnout and even depression.

But worry not! With our essay help service, you can breathe easy, knowing that all your papers will be completed on time and to the highest standard. Starting at just $5.90 per page, we provide an opportunity for you to save your efforts for more meaningful things without hurting your GPA. Moreover, our fastest turnaround is 1-3 hours. So, even if your deadline is looming, you can trust us to complete your ‘write my essay online‘ request on time and within budget!

How to Submit Your ‘Write My Essay‘ Request With Our Writing Service

At EssayUSA, we’ve streamlined the ordering process to make it as quick and smooth as possible. Here’s a glimpse of how to hire essay writer at our service:

1.Fill out an easy order form

Let us know your type of work, topic, academic level, referencing style, number of sources, when your paper is due, how long it should be, and share any special instructions you have. This can be anything from lecture notes and samples to formatting requirements and grading rubrics. 

 2.Make a secure payment

After providing us with the necessary assignment details, proceed to make an upfront payment. You can use MasterCard, Visa, or any other credit or debit card. This step enables the writer to commence work on your essay and ensures a secure cooperation process. And don’t worry—the writer will only get paid after you approve the completed essay.

Should you have any questions, you can always contact our friendly support agents via email, phone, or live chat. They are available 24/7 to cater to your needs and provide further guidance.

‘Do My Essay‘ Process in a Nutshell

So, you’ve submitted your ‘do my paper‘ request. What’s next? That’s a breakdown of what steps our writers take when they work on your orders:

	Understanding your instructions


First, the assigned writer carefully reads your instructions. This helps ensure they don’t make mistakes and meet all your assignment‘s requirements. If something is unclear or missing, they will contact you directly for clarification.

2. Doing research and gathering materials

Next, our experts browse topic-relevant databases (EBSCO, JSTOR, ProQuest) to collect all the information necessary to create your work. They hand-pick reliable and credible sources to give your paper authority and authenticity.

3. Creating an outline and writing the paper

Once all sources are gathered, your expert creates a detailed plan and starts writing the essay. At our company, we don’t tolerate plagiarism, generated content, and the use of pre-written papers, so they will craft your paper from the blank page and back up all arguments with hard evidence cited following the style guide.

4. Quality assurance process

As soon as written, your paper undergoes a thorough quality check. A dedicated QA Team checks it for plagiarism, AI, mistakes of all kinds, inconsistencies, and compliance with the provided instructions and academic standards. After that, the paper is uploaded to your dashboard, and you get notified via email.

5. Client review and approval

Simply click the link in the notification email to download the completed paper. Review and ask for revisions if needed. Once satisfied, approve the work and submit it. You can rate the writer’s work at this stage and share your experience with other users. And don’t worry—all reviews are anonymous, so no one will ever see your real name!

Why Hire Our Team to Take Care of Your ‘Write My Paper‘ Needs

Here are just some of the advantages that make our essay writing service a top choice among both domestic and international students pursuing their degrees in the USA:

	Customer-focused approach


At our writing service, customers are at the heart of every interaction. From user-friendly interfaces to 24/7 support, we’re dedicated to ensuring you have nothing short of an exceptional experience from day one.

	Payment safety


Your payment details are secure with us. We neither collect nor store them and process all payments through trusted gateways. Additionally, the order form is protected using SSL 256-bit encryption.

	100% original, AI-free work


We rely on human expertise to ensure A+ writing and promote academic integrity at all levels. Choosing one of our experts to craft your assignment, rest assured you’ll get wholly unique, human-written content tailored to your specific needs.

	Guaranteed confidentiality


Our team prioritizes customer privacy. We assign unique IDs to hide real names, work under strict NDAs, and never disclose client identities to third parties, ensuring complete confidentiality at all times.

	High quality of writing


All the papers we deliver to customers are based on credible, up-to-date sources and are quality-approved by an in-house team of certified editors. 

	On-time delivery


We consistently meet deadlines, including 1-hour ones, without compromising quality. So, you can always rely on our company for punctual delivery and top-notch work worthy of the professor’s praise.

We also offer the lowest prices on the market, employ the best writers, and provide lots of other perks, including but not limited to round-the-clock support by real humans, direct chat with assigned writers, 14 days of free limitless revisions, an option to copy your style of writing, a beneficial loyalty program, and much, much more. If you’re looking to pay someone to write your paper, there’s no better essay writing service USA than EssayUSA!

	Qualified writers	All holders of MA & Ph.D. degrees
	Original content	SafeAssign and Turnitin-safe
	100% confidentiality	Ensured by strict NDAs
	Secure payments	Encrypted with SSL
	On-time delivery	99.2% of deadlines hit since 2009
	24/7 human-powered support	Through phone, email & live chat


Our Custom Essay Writing Service Is Affordable

Wondering how we set prices for our essay writing help? It’s simple! The cost depends on such factors as the complexity of your assignment, its length, and due date. More extended deadlines mean lower costs compared to shorter ones. Here’s the breakdown of the price for a 1-page college essay based on different deadlines:

	30-day turnaround: $5.90
	14-day turnaround: $7.38
	7-day turnaround: $7.54
	5-day turnaround: $8.69
	3-day turnaround: $10.98
	1-day turnaround: $17.70
	6-hour turnaround: $24.91
	3-hour turnaround: $26.88
	1-hour turnaround: $34.09


But that’s not all! In addition to delivering top-notch papers within the tightest of deadlines, we have an exclusive offer for first-time clients: 15% OFF their first order and 10% cashback they can use to save on the next one. Furthermore, our regular clients enjoy special holiday deals and can earn real money by inviting friends to order an essay from our company.

Just Tell Us, ‘Write My Essay for Me‘ and Experience the Benefits of Professional Help

Stop googling ‘where to pay someone to write my paper‘ as you’ve already found the best essay writing service in USA! Simply share your requirements and relax. We’ll deliver impeccable, fully original work tailored to your needs and the institution’s standards before the stipulated deadline, with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. Click here to place your order now!
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